
Manhattan Patrick Norguet 2009 

A: arm

Upholstery category

meterage 82cm
weight
packing

C: corner

Upholstery category

options: floor plate lacquered in standard colour
junction

meterage 589cm
weight
packing

Comment
The loose elements of  the  Manhattan series  can 
be linked.The composition can be changed into 
other compositions.
Mdf floor plate in white, black or aluminium.
The sofa has adjusting feet which means that the 
inclination angle and seating height can be fixed 
slightly.
Upholstery; you can use two fabrics; one fabric for 
the seat and  complete back and one for the side 
parts. The most expensive fabric
determines the fabric group.

Comment
The loose elements of  the  Manhattan series  can 
be linked.The composition can be changed into 
other compositions.
Mdf floor plate in white, black or aluminium.
The sofa has adjusting feet which means that the 
inclination angle and seating height can be fixed 
slightly.
Upholstery; you can use two fabrics; one fabric for 
the seat and  complete back and one for the side 
parts. The most expensive fabric
determines the fabric group.
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Manhattan Patrick Norguet 2009 

F: seat & back

Upholstery category

options: floor plate lacquered in standard colour
junction

meterage 432cm
weight
packing

L: lounge

Upholstery category

options: floor plate lacquered in standard colour
junction

meterage 561cm
weight
packing

Comment
The loose elements of  the  Manhattan series  can 
be linked.The composition can be changed into 
other compositions.
Mdf floor plate in white, black or aluminium.
The sofa has adjusting feet which means that the 
inclination angle and seating height can be fixed 
slightly.
Upholstery; you can use two fabrics; one fabric for 
the seat and  complete back and one for the side 
parts. The most expensive fabric
determines the fabric group.

Comment
The loose elements of  the  Manhattan series  can 
be linked.The composition can be changed into 
other compositions.
Mdf floor plate in white, black or aluminium.
The sofa has adjusting feet which means that the 
inclination angle and seating height can be fixed 
slightly.
Upholstery; you can use two fabrics; one fabric for 
the seat and  complete back and one for the side 
parts. The most expensive fabric
determines the fabric group.
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Manhattan Patrick Norguet 2009 

P: ottoman

Upholstery category

options: floor plate lacquered in standard colour
junction

meterage 272cm
weight
packing

S: seat only

Upholstery category

options: floor plate lacquered in standard colour
junction

meterage 260cm
weight
packing

Comment
The loose elements of  the  Manhattan series  can 
be linked.The composition can be changed into 
other compositions.
Mdf floor plate in white, black or aluminium.
The sofa has adjusting feet which means that the 
inclination angle and seating height can be fixed 
slightly.
Upholstery; you can use two fabrics; one fabric for 
the seat and one for the side parts. The most 
expensive fabric determines the fabric group.

Comment
The loose elements of  the  Manhattan series  can 
be linked.The composition can be changed into 
other compositions.
Mdf floor plate in white, black or aluminium.
The sofa has adjusting feet which means that the 
inclination angle and seating height can be fixed 
slightly.
Upholstery; you can use two fabrics; one fabric for 
the seat and one for the side parts. The most 
expensive fabric determines the fabric group.
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Manhattan Patrick Norguet 2009 
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Upholstery category

Manhattan Compositions Patrick Norguet 2009 

BA      

DC      

      E
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